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1.0
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This daca package la submittad co tha NASA/GSFC in compliance with and
Co fulfill Che requirements of Article IV, Section 3-A, Documentation for
Formal Reviews, of contract NAS5-24200. The daca package is for support of
Che Thematic Mapper FlighC Model Preshipment Review.
The daca package was assembled in accordance with the requirements of
attachment 2 co the concracc, and contains all pertinent information or refer-
ences to provide a thorough understanding of all technical aspects of che
Flight Model teat program.
The data package is organized into four volumes of material. Volume I
concains data to provide a review of ths FlighC Model test program, with
summary descriptions of cescs, teat plans, test results, and comparisons of
results to requirements. Summary charts of Failure Reports and Requests for
Deviation/Waiver are included.
Volume II includes reference lists to Acceptance daca for each of the
major subsystems, including Configuration Reports, lists and copies of all
Failure Reports,.and Requests for Deviation/Waiver. Volume III contains
reference data for each of the tests performed at the system level with summary
lists of liens.
Volume IV is a set of appendices that include reference documentation to
supplement the data presented in Volumes II and III. The material is organized
in the sequence used for Volumes II and III, with the section numbers identical
to those volumes. The summary test reports for t'.ie system level tests are
included in particular sections of Volume III; other pertinent data, as refer-
enced in those sections, are included in the appendices.
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2.1
2.1. "Aa-Bullt Configuration List
An "as-designed" configuration list for each of the sub-
systems of the Flight Model Thematic Mapper is included in
Volume II of this Data Package. The attached list shows the
final drawing revision of the various subsystems, or the
"as-built" configuration.
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AS--BUILT CONFIGURATION LIST THEMATIC MAPPER ASSY51065 S/N 003
IND CURRW
LVL PART NO. NOMENCLATURE REVISION
1 51065 THEMATIC MAPPER ASSY J
4257A
4487A
4557A
4573A
4643A
4658A
D143R1
D144
D146
D148
D155
D158
D161
D162
D163
D164
D165
W166
W169
W170
W171R1
W173
H174
W175
W176
H177
W168
2 3533002-100 SCAN MIRROR ASSY B
Accent.
REVISION
J
4257A
4487ft
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4643A
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D143R1
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01'-'.
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P164
D165
W166
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W170
H171R1
H173
W174
H175
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W177
W168
D
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13122
64358
64363
64369
64374
W020
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4487A
4557A
4573A
4643A
4658A
D143R1
D144
D146
D148
D155
D158
D161
D162
D163
D164
D165
HI 6 6
H169
H170
W171R1
W173
W174
W175
HI 7 6
H177
W168
D
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64374
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2 51531
2 51532
2 51740-1
2 51770
2 51837
2 51877
2 51878
2 51899
2 52016
2 52052-3
2 52053
2 52347
NOMENCLATURE
BASE, ALIGNMENT CUBE
PLATE, ALIGNMENT CUBE
RADIATIVE COOLER DOOR ASSY
RADIATIVE COOLER SHROUD
MANIFOLD, PURGE
COVER, RIGHT HAND
COVER, LEFT HAND
BRACKET, HEATSINK
GQVIR=!1GAN MIRROR
SHIM, COOLER SHROUD
SHIM, COOLER DOOR, LWR
ELECTRONICS MODULE ASSY
REVISION
A
A
E
4230A
4260A
4362A
4373A
4449A
4463A
4528A
B
A
E
3317A
E
3318A
A
e
B
3209A
C
3351A
D
4588A
P/N 51065
ACCEPT,
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A
A
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4373A
4449A
4463A
4528A
B
A
B
3317A
E
3318A
A
C
B
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C
3351A
B
4091A
4113A
4242A
4293A
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52364
52532
52566-2
52566-3
52569
52660
52690
52722
52753-1
52832
52833
52836
52922
NOMENCLATURE
RETAINER, LOUVER
OPTICAL ASSY
HEATER STRIP-SMA
HEATER STRIP-SMA
COVER, COOLER SHROUD
SUNSHADE ASSY
COVER, CABLE
THERMISTOR ASSY
THERMISTOR BLOCK ASSY
TUBE, PURGE LINE
TUBE, PURGE LINE
CLAMP, PURGE LIHES
BRACKET, CABLE COVER
CURRENT
REVISION
B
9448
2119A
F
3174A
4100A
4187A
4266A
4488A
4656A
4559A
D-154
W-148
C
C
B
D
B
D
D
3794A
W-139
A
A
B
A
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A
A
B
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CABLE ASSY
CABLE ASSY-SENSOR
CABLE ASSY-SENSOR
CABLE ASSY-COOLER DR
SUPPORT, MANIFOLD TUBE
TUBE, MANIFOLD
SHIM, COOLER DOOR UPPER
CABLE ASSY
SHIM
TERMINAL BOARD ASSY
SHIM, CONTROLLER
SCREW, RELIEVED
SWITCH ASSY
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B
2171A
2958A
2974A
3780A
4671A
B
2171A
2958A
2974A
3780A
4671A
B
2945A
3727A
3600A
A
A
B
3383A
D
3985A
4149A
B
B
A
A
A
3504A
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54311
54345
54364
54411
54533
TP32015-204
TP32015-206
TP32015-208
TP32015-209
TP3201S-214
TP32015-216
TP32015-506
TP32015-512
TP32015-514
TP32015-517
TI'32015-518
TP32015-520
1T32015-522
lt-32015-523
NOMENCLATURE
BRACKET, MOUNTING
COVER, BOTTOM, FRAME
SPACER, COVER
STANDOFF, HEX
PLUG, SHORTING
KINETIC KNIFE EDGE ATP
B07 SOFTWARE ATP FOR SELLOFF
AC02 SOFTWARE ATP
SPATIAL COVERAGE SOFTWARE ATP
PHASED KNIFE EDGE SOFTWARE ATP
BL19/20 SIV SOFTWARE TP
SCAN MIRROR TO RADIOMETER
ALIGNMENT TEST PROC
GAINSET, RAUIOMETRIC CALIB
BANDS 1-5 & 7, OBC CALIB
SPATIAL COVERAGE TEST PROC
RADIOMETRIC CALIB VERIF
RADIOMETRIC CALIB SENSITIVITY
OBC CALIB BAND 6, BL10R
COHERENT NOISE MEASUREMENT, BL12R
SQR WAVE RESPONSE, BL16R
SQR WAVE RESPONSE, BL17R
CURRENT
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PftRT HO.
TP32015-525
TP32015-529
TP32015-530
TP32015-531
TP32015-532
TP32015-533
TP32015-607
TP32015-608
TP32015-609
TP32015-621
TP32015-622
TP32015-623
TP32015-625
TP32015-629
16357
16912
16945
NOMENCLATURE
BAND TO BAN1> REGISTRATION/
GEOMETRIC ACCURACY/SELF-INDUCED
VIBRATION TP
SPECTRAL MATCHING, AC22R
TM INTERFACE ALIGNMENT PLAN
TM POWER & GROUND TP
TM COMMAND & TELEMETRY
TM VIDEO & SYSTEM TIMING TP
TM INSTRUMENT PURGE PROCEDURE
TM MOVING, HANDLING & TRANS
VIBRATION TEST PROCEDURE
SYSTEM READINESS TEST
TM EMI TEST PLAN/PROCEDURE
FLIGHT ACOUSTIC TEST PROC
THERMAL VACUUM TEST PROC
Ehl/EMC TEST PROC
PROCEDURE FOR GENERAL MECHANICAL
ASSY
RADIATIVE COOLER DOOR LIMIT
SWITCH ADJUSTMENT
CONTAMINATION MONITORING OF TM
OPTICAL COATINGS
CURRENT
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; 2 51530
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PROCEDURE FOR ALIGNMENT OF
ALIGNMENT CUBE
PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION
COOLER SHRO'JD SHIM THICKNESS
MAIN FRAME ASSY
CONTROLLER, THERMAL
CUBE, ALIGNMENT
BLANKET INSTALLATION
CURRENT
REVISION
B
3242A
B
3362A
E
B
A
A
4199A
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ACCEPt.
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B
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B
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A
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ORIGSNAL PAQS IS
OF POOR -QUALITY
3.1 REVIEW OF REQUIREMENTS
3.1
M
V t
The first part of tho following series of charto lists the
requirements applicable to the Flight Model Thematic Mapper
(with reference to specification A00.8-D-210, Revision B)
and the method used for verification of the requirement.
The second part of the series of charts lists the Interface
Control Document requirements, and the method used to verify
compliance.
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SPEC
PARAGRAPH
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5
3.2.6
3.2.7
3.2.7.1
3.2.7.2
REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENTS
GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS
OPERATIONAL LIFE -OPERATION
IN ORBIT, AIR, VACUUM AT 1C
CONFIGURATION
ORBIT
SPATIAL COVERAGE
BAND-TO-BAND REGISTRATION
SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE
ALIGNMENT REFERENCE
GEOMETRIC ACCURACY
SCAN RATE
OVERLAP/UNDERLAP
VERIFICATION
METHOD
ANALYSIS
TEST
ANALYSIS
TEST
TEST
TEST
ANALYSISfTEST
TEST
TEST
ANALYSIS/TEST
. *
COMMENTS
PART OF EACH UNIT DESIGN
SPF-C
MASS PROPERTIES
AC07 .
IA04R, BL19/20 TESTS
BL16/17
ALIGNMENT CUBE
BL19/20 TEST. SMA .
ACCEPTANCE
SMA UNIT LEVEL TEST, BL19/20
BL19/20; SLC UNIT LEVEL TEST
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32.7.3
3.2.8
3.2.8.1
3.29
32.9.1
329.2
329.3
3.2.9.4
32.96
REQUIREMENT
SCAN LINE LENGTH
SPECTRAL COVERAGE
SPECTRAL MATCHING
RADIOMETHIC REQUIREMENTS
RAD1OMETRIC SENSITIVITY
STEP RESPOND
SCAN MODULATION
FULL SCALE INPUT
GAIN RANGE
VERIFSCAT5CM
METHOD '
TEST
ANALYSIS
TEST
«/A
TEST
TEST
ANALYSIS/TEST
TEST
ANALYSIS
COUNTS
SiSA ACCEPTANCE TEST . SRT
CCfsSWED FKOaS U3I3T
LEVEL DATA
AC22
AC02R. OL12; S8CNAL DRIFT
NOT TESTED. RAND 1-5 £ 7
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3.2.9.6
3.2.9.7
3.2.9.8
3.2.9.9
3.2.9.10
3.2.9.11
3.2.9.12
3.3
3.3.1
3.3.1.1
3.3.1.2
3.3.1.3
REQU8REMEMT
SUPPRESSION OF STRAY
RADIANCE
DELETED
RADSOMETRBC ACCURACY
INTERNAL RADIOMETRIC
CALSBRATSON
DELETED
POLARIZATION SENSITIVITY
BRIGHT TARGET RECOVERY
SUBSYSTEM REQUiRE^F.KTS
OPTICS: SCANNER
ORBITAL REFOCUS
TOLERANCE SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT
VERiFBCATIGN
ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
DESIGN
ANALYSIS
TEST
N/A
N/A
ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
TEST
SOLAR RAD8AT80H INPUT
SOLAR CALIBRATION
UNIT LEVEL ONE TIME ONLY
ALIGNMENT CUBE TO
•OPTICAL AXIS
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3.3.1.4
3.3.1.6
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.3
3.3.11
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.4
3.3.3.5
3.3.4
3.3.4.1
3.3.4.2
3.3.4.2.1
3.3.4.2.2
REQUIREMENT
CONTAMINATION
SCANNER
DETECTORS
BANDS 1 THRU 4
BANDS 5 THRU 7
RADIATIVE COOLER
THERMAL
MECHANICAL
DETECTOR MOUNTING TE I^P
ANTICONTAMINATION
PROVISIONS
BENCH TEST CAPABILITY
ELECTRONICS
SIGNAL PROCESSING
COMMAND AND TELEMETRY
COMMANDS
TELEMETRY
VERIFICATION
METHOD
INSPECT.
DESIGN
N/A
DESIGN
DESIGN
OESSGN
ANALYSIS /TEST
ANALYSIS/TEST
TEST
ANALYSIS/DES8GN
TEST
DESIGN/TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN
DESIGN/TEST
. COMMENTS . •
WITNESS MSRRORS
t
UNIT & SYSTEM LEVEL
UNIT LEVEL
RAD COOLER UNIT LEVEI
FREQ RESPONSE -TESTED
AT UNIT LEVEL
ADDRESSED IN ICD
KEYED CONNECTORS ONLY
VMIT LEVEL
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3.3.4.2.3
3.3.4.3
13.4.4
3.3.4.4.1
3.3.4.4.2
3.3.4.4.3
3.3,4.4.4
3.3.4.4.6
3.3.5
3.3.6.1
3.3.6.2
3.3.5.3
3.3.6.4
3.3.6.5
3.3.5.6
3.3.5.7
3.3.6.8
3.3.5.9
REQUIREMENT
TEST POINTS
POWER SUPPLY
MULTIPLEXER
FORMATTER
OSCILLATOR
POWER SUPPLY
MULTIPLEXER TELEMETRY
TIME CODE
MISCELLANEOUS
RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
SINGLE POINT FAILURES
MAINTAINABILITY
TORQUE MARGIN
MOISTURE AND FUNGUS RES
MAGNETIC REQUIREMENTS
FINISHES
RADIOACTIVITY CONTROL
IDENTIFICATION AND
MARKING
VERIFICATION
MiETBOD
DESIGN
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST
N/A
ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
DESIGN
TEST
ANALYSIS
DESIGN
INSPECTION
COMMENTS
SEPARATE CONNECTORS
, •
STANDARD MATERBAL
REVIEW
EM ONLY
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3.3.5.10
3.3.5.11
3.«J
3.5
REQUIREMENT
CONNECTORS
CONNECTOR PIN DESIGNATIONS
BENCH TEST AND CALIB. EQ.
BENCH COOLER AND CONSOLE
VERIFICATION
METHOD
DESIGN/INSPECTOON
N/A
N/A
N/A
COMMENTS
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3.0
3.1
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1. H
3.1.5
3.1.6
3.2
3.2. 1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.11
3.2.5
3.2.6
1
REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENTS -
GENERAL COORDINATE SYSTEM DEF.
ELECTRICAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
GROUNDING
GENERAL (SINGLE PT. GROUNDING)
CHASSIS GROUND
SHIELD GROUNDS
SIGNAL AND POWER RETURN
COMMAND RELAY RETURNS
EMI FILTERS
CONNECTORS
GENERAL
DATA OUTPUTS
GROUND SUPPORT EQ. INTERFACES
POWER INPUT AND RETURN
CONNECTOR KEYING AND IDENTIFICA-
TION
SPARE PINS
VERIFICATION
METHOD
N/A
N/A
K/A
INSPECTION
TEST
DESIGN
TEST
DESIGN
DESIGN
N/A
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
COMMENTS
IA07 0 |
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3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.2
3.3.2.3
3.3.2.1
3.3.2.5
3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.2
3.3.3.3
3.3.3.1
3.3.3.5
3.3.3.6
3.3.3.7
3.1
REQUIREMENT
POWER
GENERAL
POWER SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS
VOLTAGE
POWER OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE
POWER SUPPLY TRANSIENTS
POWER SUPPLY OUTPUT RIPPLE
TM POWER REQUIREMENTS
TURNON TRANSIENTS
TURNOFF TRANSIENTS
OPERATIONAL TRANSIENTS
REFLECTED RIPPLE CURRENT
CURRENT LIMITING
POWER PROFILES
INTERFACES
COMMANDS •
VERIFICATION
METHOD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
DESIGN
DESIGN
TEST
TEST
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
*
COMMENTS
00
o 5»
•a rr
«O TJC J»
> 0
IA07 §~
IA07
HS 236-6995
IA07
IAQ7
IA07
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IIBMAItC
MAJ1HH
k.._._. ._______..__J
I BCSCSn « KBJSJ tox&gi 02900
GSFC
400.8-D-201B
3.4.1
3.4.1.1
3.1.1.2
3.4.1.3
3.4.2
3.5
3.5.1
3.5.2
3.6
3.6.1
3.6.2
3.7
3.7.1
3.7.2
3.7.3
REQUIREMENT
DISCRETE COMMANDS
SWITCH CLOSURE
+28V PULSE
DISCRETE COMMAND TIMING
SERIAL DIGITAL COMMANDS
TELEMETRY
REMOTE INTERFACE UNIT TELEMETRY
INTERFACE
TELEMETRY POINTS
TM MUX SIGNAL INTERFACE
FORMAT
MUX HOUSKEEPING TELEMETRY
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFACE
SPACECRAFT GEN MAGNETIC FIELDS
DELETED
MAGNETIC MATERIALS
VERIFSCAT1ON
METHOD
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN/TEST
DESIGN/TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
DESIGN /TEST
N/A
TEST
DESIGN/TEST
*
COMMENTS
!A»7
IA07
1A07 00
"TCI JQ
IA07 -0 2
o -z.
IA07 » r1
1A07 <o:g
11'
UN»T LEVEL MUX ACCEPT-
ANCE TEST
UNIT LEVEL MUX ACCEPT-
ANCE TEST
TEST AT GSFC
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GSFC
400.8-D-201B
3.7.1
1.0
1.1
1.2
4.1
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
9.8,1
1.8.2
1.8.3
1.9
5.0
5.1
5.2
REQUIREMENT
EMI /EMC REQUIREMENTS
MECHANICAL INTERFACE REQ
INTERFACE CONTROL DWGS
DIMENSIONAL LIMITS
TM INTEGRATION
MOUNTING INTERFACE
ADS MOUNT
ALIGNMENT
MECHANISMS
DYNAMIC DISTURBANCES
CACIN6
APERTURE COVER PLATES
ACCESSIBILITY
THERMAL INTERFACE REQ
THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
HEAT DISSIPATION
VERIFICATION
METHOD
TEST
N/A
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
N/A
INSPECTION
TFST
N/A
ANALYSIS
TEST
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
N/A
TEST
TEST
COMMENTS
ALIGNMENT CUBE TEST
UNIT LEVEL AND THERMAL
VACUUM (COOLER DOOR)
THERMAL BALANCE
THERMAL BALANCE
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CSFC
100.8-D-201B
6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
7-0
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.1
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
7.9.1
7.9.2
REQUIREMENT
ATTITUDE CONTROL INTERFACE
WEIGHT AND CG
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND TORQUE
OTHER INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS
COMMAND RESTRICTIONS CONSTRAINTS
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
VIBRATION
ACOUSTICS
DELETED
ACCELERATION
SPACE BACKGROUND SIMULATION
CONTAMINATION CONTROL
ACTIVITIES
LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
VERIFICATION
METHOD
N/A
TEST/ANALYSIS
TEST/ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
DESIGN
INSPECTION
INSPECTION
INSPECTION/TEST
TEST
TEST
ANALYSIS
TEST
N/A
INSPECTION
ANALYSIS/TEST
CG MEASURED - TWO-AXIS,
3RD COMPUTED
OeM MANUAL
06M MANUAL
SEE TEST PLAN
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I3.2 SYSTEM PERFOBMANCS REVIEW
Cherts that describe the system performance in sueaary -f&ehioa era
included as an ad<Jend«a to this report entitled "Flight Model Pre-
ahipmsat Review" 23 Saptember 1982.
I
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3.3 TEST PLANS AND TEST DESCIPTIOHS
Tha following series of charts show the teat plan used for systea taot .
perforauuce of the Flight Model The&atic Ifeppar, and a description of .
the major testa. Test results are smmcarised ia Vol. Ill of this report.
gaa^^ai^aa^A^^ai^aflaaagaS^ ^ '^^ M«mM^mM<&^3MKi$tX£^!ftieem>8!W^^
TEST NUMBER
IA01
IA06
IA03
IA04
AC07
IA 07
AC02
AC22
BL07
BL16
BL17
BL10
BL12
BL 19/20
MASS PROPERTIES
SINE VIBRATION
ACOUSTIC NOISE
THERMAL VACUUM
TEST NAME
PRIME FOCAL PLANE COARSE AND FINE FOCUS
SCAN MIRROR TO RADIOMETER ALIGNMENT
COOLED FOCAL PLANE COARSE FOCUS
COOLED FOCAL PLANE FINE FOCUS 6 BAND-TO-BAND REGISTRATION
SPATIAL COVERAGE
ELECTRONICS MODULE INTEGRATION
GAIN SETTING, RADIOMETRtC CALIB, & OBC CALIB; BANDS 1-5 & 7
SPECTRAL MATCHING
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION OF TM CALIBRATOR & SPECTRAL MATCHING
SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE BANDS 1 - 5 6 7
SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE BAND 6
RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION BAND 6
COHERENT NOISE
GEOMETRIC ACCURACY/BAND-TO-BAND REGISTRATION
MASS PROPERTIES (WEIGHT, CG. MOMENTS OF INERTIA)
SINE VIBRATION TESTING - QUALIFICATION
ACOUSTIC NOISE TESTING - QUALIFICATION
VACUUM PERFORMANCE TESTING
• aii7o-«-
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OBJECTIVES
© BANDS 1 THROUGH 4 COARSE FOCUS, FSME FOCUS, INTERCONNECT VERSFICATIO^
AND VIGNEHING.
TEST FLOW
® USING KINETIC KNIFE EDGE TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING MTF, CONDUCT MTF
SURVEY OF iAAAGE FROM -0.030 IN. TO +0.030 IN. F(K:US 8M ALCM5-TRACK AND
CROSSTRACK DIRECTION (F COMBINED SCAN MSRROR AND TEl£SCOPE ASSEMBLY.
« SELECT BEST FOCUS FROM MTF DATA. INSTALL CORRECT SHIM AND VERIFY
FOCUS BY REPEATING SURVEY
© USING IFOV INTERCONNECT MASK. SELECTIVELY UNCOVER DETECTORS AND
MONITOR CHANNEL OUTPUT
DATA OUTPUT
© MTF PLOTS, FOCUS-VS-PEAK MTF, MANUAL PLOTS OF BAFFLE CLEARANCE
RESULTS
© SHIM AND FPA LOCATION ACCEPTABLE
© MTF (CT) RANGE FROM 0.45 TO a 55MAT) a e TO (X 54
© NO SIGNIFICANT TILT TO THE PFPA
o o
•n »
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OBJECTIVE
DETERW38WE IRSAGE QUAL8TY AT COLD FOCAL PLANE, AMD DETERMINE
TH5CKNESS FOR OPTSf^y^ FOCUS
TEST FLOW
WITH TM LOOK5WG AT COLLIMATOR, CONDUCT AXIAL RflTF SOBVEY
KIWETIC KW8FE EDGE FROEV3 - O.fiO TO -€.25 IN..IN 2 DIRECTION. PLOT OTF PEAK AS
FUSSJCT8ON OF Z MOT8OW FOR ALOMG A^5D CROSSTRAC8C. FRO2V
OPTIMUM SHIM THICKNESS. AS 8M IA01( MANUALLY SURVEY
LOCATE CENTERS.
DATA OUTPUT
JWTF P.L.QT§ AS FUNCTION, OF AXJAl
6L§ARAN6E WITH 6AFFLE§
S1179-14
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TEST OBJECTIVE
ESTABLISH FINE FOCUS OF CFPA, ROTATIONALLY ALIGN CFPA TO PFPA.
TRANSLATE CFPA TO PROVIDE BAND-TO-BAND REGJSTRATIC^ W8TH PFPA
TEST FLOW
CONDUCT AXIAL MTF SURVEY OF IMAGE PLANE, MOVE RELAY SPHERICAL
MIRROR BY USING INCHWORMS TO CORRECT FOCUS. USING IA RETIClf AND
KNIFE EDGE RESPONSES, COMPUTE ROTATION OF CFPA RELATIVE TO PFPA
« 5MR). ADJUST CFPA WITH TOOL. USING IA RETICLE AND INCHWORMS
TRANSLATE CFPA FOR BEST BBR FIT TO PFPA. PERFORM CFPA INTERCONNECT
VERIFICATION (SIMILAR TO TEST PERFORMED \H IA01).
DATA OUTPUT
MTF AS FUNCTION Of AXIAL DISPLACEMENT, DETECTOR REGISTRATION TO PFPA
RESULTS
BAND-TO-BAND REGISTRATION IS-WITHIN SPECJFICATION
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OBJECTIVE '
VERIFY ROTATIONAL ALIGNAAENT OF TELESCOPE HOUSING IN MAINFRAfVE SUCH
THAT SCAN MIRROR PIVOT AXIS IS ORTHOGONAL TO DETECTOR ALQNG-SCAN
BASELINE. REESTABLISH BASELBNE MTF VALUES IF HOUSING IS ROTATED.
VERIFY CENTRATION OF SCAN MIRROR.
TEST FLOW
ROTATIONALLY ALIGN EDGE & COLLIMATOR MOUNTED RETICLE TO BE PARALLEL
TO Y-AXIS. ROTATE TM TO ALIGN SMA PIVOT AXBS ORTHOGONAL TO RETICLE
EDGE BY MONITORING DETECTOR MODULATION IN BANDS 1 AND 4. ROTATE
HOUSING AS NEEDED TO GET ZERO OUTPUT. TEST SLC ALIGNMENT, BASELINE
MTF FOLLOWING ROTATION.
DATA OUTPUT
RELATIVE ROTATIONAL ALIGNMENTS OF SMA PIVOT AXIS, SLC PIVOT AXIS,
DETECTOR ARRAY. BASELINE MTF VALUES ARE ESTABLISHED.
RESULTS
SHIM DETERMINED IN IA01 FOUND TO BE APPROPRIATE. SMA TO PFPA ALIGN-
MENT ERROR * -0.02 MR. SPEC - 10.5 MRL SCAN MIRROR CENTRATION WITH-
IN TOLERANCES. 9/82
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OBJECTIVE
CHECK ELECTRONICS MODULE INTEGRATI^!. POWER, COMA/iAMDS, TELEAETRY,
REDUNDANCY, SYSTEM TIMING, VIDEO CHANNEL NOISE, VERIFY INTERCONNECT 10^
TEST FLOW
PERFORM PRELIMINARY WIRING, POWER AND GROUND CHECK; VERIFY TELEMETRY
SCALING, CHECK FIVE HEATERS. CHECK BLACKBODY, SMA COWROL, DC RESTORE,
FUSIBLE LINK DRIVE, COOLER DOOR, 8NCHWORM DRIVE. AUTOMATICALLY SE-
QUENCE CALIBRATION LAMPS THROUGH 8 RADIANCE STEPS, VERIFY CALIBRATION
SHUTTER CONTROL. CONDUCT SLC TEST, VERIFY BAND TELEMETRY, CONDUCT
POWER PROFILE, CONDUCT IFOV INTERCONNECT THROUGH MULTIPLEXER OUTPUT.
DATA OUTPUT
TABULAR VERIFICATION OF COMMANDS, TELEMETRY, ETC.
RESULTS
ELECTRONICS MODULE INTEGRATION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED.
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OBJECTIVES
• CALCULATE CAIN TRIM RESISTORS FOR EACH BAND
• MEASURE END TO END RADIOMETR8C TRANSFER FUNCT8OW TO BETTER THAN
10% FULL SCALE
• MEASURE RELATIVE TRANSFER FUNCTBON, DETECTOR-TO-DETECTOR WiTHON
1/4% RMS NOISE
© MEASURES RELATIVE RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY BETWEEN BAWDS W8THJN 2%
o CALIBRATE INTERNAL CALIBRATOR
® DETERMINE GAIN AND OFFSET, S/N OF EACH CHANNEL
TEST FLOW
e ALIGN TM APERTURE WITH 48 SN. SPHERICAL BNTEGRATB^G SOURCE (SBS)
o RECORD ZERO RADIANCE LEVEL, MAX RAD8ANCE LEVEL IN EACH BAWD
© CALCULATE TRIM RES8STORS, INSTALL NEW RESISTORS m JM REPEAT TEST
® TURN ON 48 IN. SIS TO HIGHEST LEVEL, DECREMENT RAD3AMCE 20 STEPS - RECORD
DATA (95K CFPA)
• CHANGE CFPA TEMPERATURE TO-105K. REPEAT 20 RADIANCE STEPS
o TURN ON INTERNAL CALIBRATOR. DECREMENTS RAD8A&8CE LEVELS. RECORD DATA-
OUTPUT
® COMPUTE CAINS, OFFSETS, S/N
81170-18
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OBJECTIVE
VERIFY THAT ALL DETECTORS IN EACH BAND 1-5 AMD 7 HAVCTHE
SA/V\E SPECTRAL RESPONSE
SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENT
FOR SCENES OF BOTH "FLAT" AND "SLOPED" SPECTRAL RADIANCE, THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BAND MAX AND MSN VALUES OF EFFECT8VE
RADIANCE COMPUTED FROM MEASURED TM RESPONSE MUST BE <Q.5%
OF THE SPECIFIED MINIMUM SATURATION LEVEL RAD5ANCE (MSL)
TEST IMPLEMENTATION
1. 48 INCH SPHERICAL INTEGRATING SOURCE (SIS) USED TO PRODUCE
A SCENE OF 'HAT" SPECTRAL RADIANCE
2. COLLIMATOR NO. 3 SIS AND APPROPRIATE COLOR GLASS FILTERS
USED TO PRODUCE A SCENE OF "SLOPED" SPECTRAL RADIANCE
3. DATA COLLECTED FROM EACH SCENE. EFFECTIVE RADIANCE COMPUTED,
AND VALUES IN EACH BAND SUBJECTED TO SPECIFICATION
REQUIREMENT
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OBJECTIVES
DETERMINE INSTANTANTANEOUS FIELD OF VIEW (IFOV) OF REPRESENTATIVE DETEC-
TORS IN EACH BAND BY MAPPING RESPONSE OUT TO ± 2 IFOVS
TEST FLOW
USING 109.3 IN. FOCAL IfNGTH COLLIMATOR AND TM WITH LOCKED SCAN MIRROR,
START AT BAND 4 AND FOR EACH DETECTOR SCAN WIDE SLST FROM -12.25 IFOV TO
-2.25 IFOV. SCAN NARROW (0.1 fFOV) FROM -3.75 TO +3.75 IFOV IN 20 STEPS.
CONTINUE SCAN OF WIDE SLIT FROM 2.25 IFOV TO +12.25 IFOV. ROTATE SLIT.PAT-
TERN 90°, SCAN VERTICALLY IN LIKE FASHION. AT EACH POSBTSON COLLECT DATA.
FIND PEAK SIGNAL IN X, Y SCANS. NORMALIZE DATA, COMPUTE 50% RESPONSE
POINTS, FIND BOUNDARIES OF IFOV.
DATA OUTPUT
DETECTOR SIZE, LOCATION, PRINTED IFOV DATA CONVERTED TO RADIAN MEASURE
RELATIVE TO OPTICAL AXIS, PLOTTED
RESULTS
TEST DATA INDICATES IFOV SIZE OF
LARGER THAN SPECIFICATION ALLOWS.
1-5 AND 7 DETECTORS IS SLIGHTLY
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OBJECTIVES
TRANSFERS CALIBRATION OF 48 IN. INTEGRATING SPHERE TO THE TM
CALIBRATOR USING THEMATIC MAPPER AS CALIBRATION TRANSFER DEVICE.
TEST FLOW
COLLECT DATA FROM MTF SIS AT EACH OF 8 RADIANCE LEVELS ESTABLISHED
BY NEUTRAL DENSITY FILTER WHEEL. REPEAT FOR 3 FPA TEMPERATURES
1°C APART. COLLECT OPAQUE AND CLEAR DATA. REPEAT ENTSRE SEQUENCE WITH
STABLE AMBIENT FPA TEMPERATURE. USING AC02 GAINS AND OFFSETS,
COMPUTE EFFECTIVE RADIANCE OF EACH RADIANCE LEVEL. DETERMINE SHADING
FACTORS.
DATA OUTPUT
EFFECTIVE RADIANCE AT 8 DIFFERENT LEVELS 2 DIFFERENT FPA TEMPERATURES;
SHADING FACTORS; OBC CALIBRATION DATA
RESULTS
CALIBRATION TRANSFERRED FROM 48 IN. INTEGRATING SPHERE TO THE
CALIBRATOR.
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OBJECTIVE
a MEASURES END-TO-END TRANSFER FUNCTION OF EACH BAND 6 CHANNEL TO AN
ABSOLUTE ACCURACY BETTER THAN 10%
• MEASURES RELATIVE TRANSFER FUNCTION < 1/4% OF R5V5S NO85E LEVEL
o ESTABLISHES CAINS AND OFFSETS; CALIBRATES INTERNAL CALIBRATOR. AMD
MEASURES SIGNAL DRIFT
TEST FLOW
« THERMALLY CONDITION SENSOR BY CONDUCTING THREE OPERAT8ONAL PROF5LES
(100 MINUTE ORBIT) AT 10% DUTY CYCLE; COLLECT SIGNAL DRIFT DATA. AND
CONDUCT TWO MORE OPERATIONAL PROFILES
• COLLECT DATA WITH BLACK BODY AT FIVE TEMP AND COLD FOCAL PI AWE AT
THREE TEMP TO ESTABLISH GAIN. LINEARJTY .
o CONDITION SENSOR WITH THREE P^ORE OPERATIONAL PROFILES. AND COLLECT
SECOND SIGNAL DRIFT DATA
• COLLECT SLC PROFILE DATA ION VS OFF)
« FINISH 24 HO SIGNAL DRIFT TIWF. WITH 30% DUTY CYCLE OPERATIONAL PROFILES
o COLLECT LAST SIGNAL DRIFT DATA
DATA OUTPUT
• SLC TEMP PROFILF. OPERATIONAL PROFILES. GAIN LINEARITY OUTPUTS SIGNAL
DRIFT. NETD FOR EACH DETECTOR, AND SHADING FACTORS
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OBJECTIVE
© EVALUATE THEMATIC MAPPER COHERENT NOISE SIGNATURE OVER LOWEP/64 PCM
LEVELS FOR BANDS 1 TO 5 AND 7
© EVALUATE BAND 6 AT FOUR DISCRETE PCM LEVELS
® PROVIDE VISUAL DISPLAY OUTPUT AND POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY VALUES
TEST FLOW
® ALIGN CALIBRATOR TO THEMATIC MAPPER, TURN ON FLOOD LAMP, COLUECT DATA
© REMOVE FLOOD LAMP; TURf^ ON BLACKBODY; SET AT LOWEST TEMP; COLLECT DATA
© ADJUST TEMP TO FOUR DIFFERED LEVELS; COLLECT DATA
© TURN OFF CALIBRATOR, THEMATIC MAPPER
& SF.lfCT DATA REDUCTION OPTION. IF PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTPUT IS DESIREP, OUTPUT
DATA TO LASER PHOTOWRITER. IF PSD IS DESIRED. PRETREAT DATA BY WEIGHTING,
ADJUST ARRAY SIZE, CALCULATE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM CALCULATE PSD,
SMOOTH OUTPUT, AND PLOT
DATA OUTPUT
® PHOTO IMAGES OF RADIANCE GRADIENT, PSD PLOTS
RESULTS
© DATA COLLECTED
® VISUAL IMAGES OBTAINED FROM COMTAL RECORDER
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OBJECTIVES
MEASURE DYNAMIC SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE OF TM
TEST FLOW
FOR BANDS 1 TO 5 AND7, CAL8BRATOR P&iASED 8<N8FE EDGE RETICLE SCA$8S ACROSS
TM DETECTORS BY S^A. RESULTING DATA STREAM 8S SORTED ABID COfWERTED TO
KNIFE EDGE RESPONSE CURVE. SPATIAL FREQUENCY BAR PATTERN AR£ ANALYT-
ICALLY SUPER8IV3POSED ON THE KNIFE EDGE RESH)ft£S£ CURVE AS\SD SM8FIED IN 0.1
IFOV INCREMENTS. MAX AI^ D WM VALOES OVER ONE BAR CYCLE ARE NOTED.
SWR MAX*
BAND 6 PROCESSED 8DEMT8CALLY, EXCEPT THAT RETICLE SH&FTED 0.18FOV AFTER
FIRST DATA SET TO PROVIDE MORE DATA .POINTS OVER LARGER
DATA OUTPUT
SQUARE WAVE RESPONSE FOR ALL BANDS
21170-XS
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OBJECTIVE
• PROVIDE SELF INDUCED VIBRATION FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE INFORMATION
o DETERMINE BAND-TO-BAND REGISTRATION, GEOMETRIC ACCURACY (SCAN PROFILE)
TEST FLOW
o USING BBR/GA RETICLE (73118) IN CALIBRATOR, COLLECT DATA AT EACH OF
31 CALIBRATOR ROTARY TABLE POSITIONS
« USING POSITION CODING DERIVED FROM RETICLE, ANALYTICALLY ASSEMBLE
RETICLE PATTERNS IN SEQUENCE ACROSS FULL SCAN
o DETERMINE CROSS SCAN SIGNAL CALIBRATION USING RETICLE 72717
S USIN6 INFORMATION PROM BOTH RETICLES TRACE PATH OF INDIVIDUAL
DETECTORS ACROSS 31 RETICLE PATTERNS
• DETERMINE SCAN PROFILE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
o DETERMINE GEOMETRIC ACCURACY, BBR
• EXAMINE FREQUENCY CONTENT FOR SIV
e NOTE EFFECT OF SLC ON VS OFF
DATA OUTPUT
SCAN LINEARITY. SIV FREQUENCYS,SLC PROFILE, SCAN PROFILE, BAMD-TO-BAND
n
REGISTRATION.
811WK14
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OBJECTIVE
. ' *
© TO DETERMINE OVERALL SYSTEMS READINESS OF THE THERMATIC MAPPER
O TEST WILL BE IMPLEMENTED AT ANY TIME DURING THE TEST PROGRAM TO VERIFY THAT
NO GROSS MALFUNCTIONS HAVE OCCURRED.
TEST FLOW
9 FUNCTIONAL OPERABILITY
© USES COMMAND FILE TO AUTOMATICALLY COMMAND SYSTEM TO VERIFY RESPONSE
THROUGH TELEMETRY
0 PERFORMED IN PRIMARY AND REDUNDANT MODES.
® RADIOMETRIC PERFORMANCE
O MONITORS RADIOMETRIC PERFORMANCE AND LONG TERM STABILITY. WITH 1 OPTIONS
e BAND 1 - «. 567 USING INTERNAL CALIBRATION LAMPS
© BAND 1 - H. 567 USING EXTERNAL TM CALIBRATOR SPHERICAL INTEGRATOR
SOURCE
O BAND 6 USING INTERNAL BLACKBODY
© BAND 6 USING EXTERNAL TM CALIBRATOR BLACKBODY
® SCAN MIRROR ASSEMBLY LINE LENGTH
© USED TO VERIFY STABILITY OF SCAN PROFILE
O DATA COLLECTED FOR 100 SCANS
e SCAN MIRROR ELECTRONICS CHECKED CONCURRENTLY 21170-30
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• •
| Failure Report Summary
| A listing of failure reports generated on the Flight Model
| Thematic Mapper showing symptoms, cause of failure, and
* corrective action is included in Volume III.
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Category
Under Investigation
Workmanship
i'art Failure
Drawing/Design Error
Specification/Software Problem
Opened in error
Test error
Mechanical Failure
test Equipment
Unknown
TOTALS:
EM
OPEN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
CLOSED
0
14
10
32
3
2
15
9
1
2
88
PF
OPEN
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
CLOSED
0
99
48
93
21
3
51
0
8
0
323
OPEN
17
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
18
n
CLOSED
0
82
13
24
6
8
40
2
20
16
210
TOTALS
17
195
70
149
30
13
106
11
28
18
637
TOTAL FAILURE REPORTS PER MODEL TO DATE:
EM PF FL
88 323 . 228
.TOTAL
o =5
0>
20 r-
O TJcs637 of which one (1) was generated against all three model levels. r r*i
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Request for Deviation/Waiver Summary
A listing of Requests for Deviations/Waivers generated against
the Flight Model Thematic Mnppar, showing R/D/W number, description
and status is included in Volume III.
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MATttH
DRAWING CHANGES
THOSE ITEMS REQUIRING CHANGES TO THE DRAWINGS TO CORRECT DEFBCIEMCIES
RESULTING FROM ARTWORK LAYOUT C t PWB; GENERALLY REQUIRING JUMPER
WIRES OR ALTERNATE WIRING PROCEDURES
HARDWARE
THOSE ITEMS NOT MEETING PERFORMANCE. BNTERCHANGEABILITY, WEJGHT.
OR OTHER PHYSICAL OBJECTIVES OF CONTRACT
PROCEDURAL
THOSE ITEMS REQUIRING CHANGES TO THE SPECBF8CAT1ON REQUBREWJENTS. WMBCH
ALLOW USING MODELS ON OTHER THAN THAT DESIGNATED FOR THE HARDWARE,
WHICH RELAX OR WAIVE INSPECTION/WORKMANSHIP STANDARDS. AND OTHER
DOCUMENTATBON/HARDWARE RELATED ITKMS.
l .
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221 DEVIATIONS WERE INITIATED FOR THEMATIC MAPPER PROGRAM FROM
INCEPTION TO JULY 31, 1982.
DEVIATIONS INITIATED BY MODEL LEVEL
EM
9
PF
89
FL
113
TEST EQUIPMENT LIE TEST
12
NOTE: 61 DEVIATIONS WERE WRITTEN AGAINST MORE THAN ONE MODEL LEVEL.
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DRAW8NG
HARDWARE
PROCEDURAL
EM
0
10
@
PF
1/1
41
35
FL
2
59
43
: TEST EQUIPtVSESUT
0
l^
12
LBFETEST
1
3
1
NOTE: 38 WAIVERS APPLIED TCMIARDWARE'AS WELL AS
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HARDWARE
PROCEDURE
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7
0
2
PF
«
28
27
FL
46
38
51
TEST EQUIPMENT
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190 WA8VERS WERE
FROM INCEPTION TO JULY 30/1982. •
WAIVERS IW8T8ATED BY ft/lODEL LEVEL
EM
14
PF
75
FL
83
TEST EQUIPMENT
13
NOTE: 27 WAIVERS WRBTTEfti AGADWST MORE THA^J ONE
LIFE TEST
5
t :
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Section 3.0
Handling, Packaging, and Transportation Slant*
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MAPTtR
MOVING, HANDLING, AND
i Essxaa a NBQU HSBKJI CBCT
C!
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MOVING REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES; EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS; GENERAL
MOVING PRECAUTIONS AND PROCEDURES; SPECIFIC MOVING PRECAUTIONS AND
PROCEDURES:
© WITH.IN A CLASS 10.000 CLEAN AREA
® FROM ONE CLASS 10,000 CLEAN AREA TO ANOTHER (SAME FACILITY)
© FROM ONE FACILITY TO ANOTHER
© OVERLAND SHIPMENT
© AIR SHIPMENT
HANDLING REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES; EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS;
HANDLING PRECAUTSONS AND PROCEDURES:
® QUALIFIED PERSONNEL
© USE OF HYDROSET
PROCEDURE FOR LIFTING INSTRUMENT
TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES; EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS;
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT:
® OVERLAND ROUTES
© AIR SHIPMENT 9/82
IIBMUBT
MAH1R
MOVING, HANDLING, AND
TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURES (con't)
jg)g^
M
SHIPPING PREPRATION:
9 SHIPPING CONTAINER PREPARATION
© INSTRUMENT PACKAGING
OOVERLAND SHIPMENT
OAIR SHIPMENT
LOADING AND UNLOADING PROCEDURES:
© GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
© RESPONSIBLE PERSONNEL
® SECURING SHIPPING CONTAINER TO TRANSPORT VEHICLE
TRANSPORTATION PRECAUTIONS:
© COMPANION CAR (SBRC OR HAC) FOR OVERLAND ROUTES
© QUALITY ASSURANCE TO INSPECT SECURING OF SHIPPING CONTAINER
IN CARGO BAY (AIR SHIPMENT)
9/82
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MOViNG, HANDLING, AND
TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURE (con't)
STORAGE PROCEDURES:
'. ' • •
© CLASS 10.000 CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
© CLASS 100,000 OR HIGHER
© TEST EQUIPMENT
TRIP COORDINATION PROCEDURES:
© RESPONSIBLE ENGINEERING ACTIVITY (REA)
® SHIPPING DOCUMENTATION REQUEST FOR SHIPMENT FORM 052-REV 3-72
© DD 1149 - EQUIPMENT ON LOAN
O DD 250 - FINAL SHIPMENT
CONTAMINATION CONTROL: .
® SBRC SPEC 16309 PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING GRAPHITE EPOXY
© TP 32015-605 T.M. CLEANLINESS PLAN
® HS236-5827-1 HUMIDITY CONTROL PLAN
QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS:
® RESPONSIBILITIES OF QUALITY ASSURANCE PERSONNEL AT:
©SBRC
®HAC
O GSFC
9 REMOTE ACOUSTIC FACILITY 9/823117O40
•* .':
• • .
ft caaitssi o teoan EDEE/TI cos&tyi
APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS FOR THEMATIC MAPPER INSTRUMENT, FOR MOVING.
HANDLING, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
TP32015-605
HS236-5827-1
TH CLEANLINESS PLAN
TN SYSTEH INTEGRATION AND TEST. HUMIDITY
CONTROL PLAN
16357
}§309
SBRC MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY SPECIFICATIOK
PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING THE GRAPHITE EPOXY
COMPONENTS OF THE TM TO CONTROL EXPOSURE
TO RELATIVE HUMIDITY
HP10-22
MIL-D-3464B
CONTROLLED AREA REQUIREMENTS
DESICCANTS, ACTIVATED, BAGGED, PACKAGING.
USE AND STATIC DEHUHIDIFICATION
9/82
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1 0 SCOPE
This document establishes the procedure for the handling*
noving and transporting of each of the three Thematic Mapper
<TM> Instruments (Engineering* Protoflight and Flight Mo-
dels)* and tha TM Calibrators* along with their associated
test equipment between and at Santa Barbara Research Center
(SBRC)i Goleta* California! Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC)/
El Segundoi California! Goddard Space Flight Center (CSFC).
Magnetic .Facility. Creenbelt. Maryland* General Electric
Company (GE).. Valley Forge* Pennsylvania*
. Thompton-Ramo-Ucolridge (TRW). Acoustic Facility. Redondo
Beach. California* or an equivalent remote acoustic
facility* and for preparation for delivery.
The list of items to be transported, (to include fixtures*
' cables, etc.) for each of the specific tests (EMI* Haas Pro-
pertiao, Vibration* Thermal Vacuum* Magnetic and Acoustic)
should be taken from the applicable procedure that describes
the test vequiromants and the equipment to be used.
- . .
Contamination control is included in this document to stress
cleanliness of the TM equipment at all times* whether in
test* storage or during transit.
Quality Assurance provisions are also included for compli-
ance with the enclosed procedures to ensure the highest
standards for the TM Instruments and TE1 Calibrators.
References to a Class 10.000 clean «aroa. as a minimum:
Refer to one as specified in Paragraph 4. O of TP32015-603
(TM Cleanliness Test Plan), i.e.. a Grade C (79 +/-10 deg F)
at a Level 3 (657. maximum relative hu:r.£ttjity). SBRC will ma-
intain the Clean Room temperature at 7O (+/- 3 deg F) uiith
relative humidity at 407. (maximum); «Vt HAC/SSL facilities.
SBRC will purge TM unit during non testing periods and when
relative humidity goes beyond 637.. IHAC (El Segundo) will
naintain clean area temperatures at 75 '(*/- 3 dog F). with
relative humidity at 637. (maximum). B.cth plants will main-
tain higher tolerances during non-workimg periods.
Kr- i-
I: i
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2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
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The following document! of the latest effective revision be
come part of this procedure to the extant specified herein.
Z. 1 DRAWINGS
31069
3333000-400
72611
73003
73623 '
R43839
73386
73323
3.2 OTHFR DOCUMENTS
TP3201S-609
16174
HS236-3827-1
16357
16309
HP 10-2?
V No. 209B
MIL-D-3464B
Thonatic Mapper Assembly
TM Interface Control
Calibrator, TM
Calibrator/ Outline find Mounting
Shipping Container/ TM Instrument
Shipping Container/ Calibrator
(Zero Manufacturing Drawing)
TM (Instrument) Handling Fixture
TM Calibrator Handling Fixture
TM Cleanliness Plan
TM Radiation Cooler/ Contamination
Control and Handling Requirements
Spec ification
TM System Integration and Test
Humidity Control Plan
SERC Mechanical Assembly Area
Control Specification
Procedure for Handling the Graphite
Epoxy Components of the Thonatic
Mapper to Control Exposure to
Relative Humidity
Controlled Areas Requirements
Federal Standard/ TK Clean Room and
Work Station Requirements: Protection,
Cleaning, Torquing ind Handling of
Connectors
Desiccants, Activated/ Sagged
^ 11323 TH32013-608 REV B
I I SP80113 Rev C Packaging, Use and Static
•' Dehumidif ication
5.'
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3.0 CENeRAI MOVING PRECAUTIONS AND PROCEDURES
3. 1 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENT*.
Tri (Instrument) Handling Fixture, No. 73386
TJ1 Calibrator Handling Fixture, No. 73323
Tn Instrument Shipping Container. No. 73623. with Handling
Sling. No. 7S48«1
Ti1 Calibrator Shipping Container. with Cable Box. No.
R43839
Clark 3-ton Mobile Crane (SBRC)
2-. 3-. 10-, and 20-ton Overhead Cranes (HAC)
2-ton Hydro«ets
CN2 (filtered dry gaseous nitrogen) Purge Panel. Part No.
79346
Typical Class 10/000 Clean Room gear for personnel. To in-
clude "wrist stats" per SP80113. Rev. C. and gloves (nylon.
No. 6834 or equiv, or "Sensiflex" vinyl or equiv)
Clear acrylic covers (3 oa> for louvers
Dust covers for all connectors
Aperture dust cover for the TM Instrument Sun Shade
Ground strap to Instrument (earth ground)
3.2 CENcPAt MOVING PRECAUTIONS
Whenever a TM Instrument or TM Calibrator is to be moved,
the specific nandjtory precautions listed belou for each
type of move must first be adhered to before the actual move
is made. Documentation of all moves must be made either on
formal planning (AHR) or on attached data sheets (Section
4.5).
The TM Instrument or TM Calibrator shall be mos'ed only by
authorized personnel who are fully indoctrinated in the
careful and safe handling of a TM Instrument and TM Calibra-
tor. Compliance with Cleanliness Procedure TP32013-603 is
mandatory.
Permission and coordination of all TM Instrument and TM Cal-
Tt ft-HAT 1C MAPPER MOVING AND TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURE
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PAGE 7
ibrator moves thai I be the responsibility of tha cognizant
Test Director or a Test Team Member Delegate.
Cranes, whether overhead. A-frame or mobile* shall bo oper-
ated only by personnel fully qualified in tha use of the
cranes, and tha careful and cafe handling of TM Instruments
.and. Calibrators. Further. crana. operators may not switch
from one type of crana to another unless they are authorized
to do so and totally familiar with its operation.
A hydroseb must always be ussd between the crane and the
handling fixture to enable careful raising or lowering of
the TM Instrument or Calibrator.
Any time the Instrument is relocated to another mounting
surface. the TM or magnesium plate mounting bolts shall be
torqued to SO ft-lbs with a QA witness present.
The TM shall be grounded to earth whenever possible during
all moving and handling.
PERSONNEL:
The follouing list of personnel represents the minimum con—
plsmsnt necessary to move a TM Instrument or Calibrator.
1. Instrument Engineer (delegated TM Tost Team Member
in charge of any move and issuing all instructions
to the technicians and crane operator).
2. Technician (delegated S3RC Test Team Member)
3. Quality Assurance Representative (surveillance)
4. Authorized crane operator
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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3.3 SPECIFIC MOVING PROCEDURES
3.3. 1 MOVING WITHIN A CLASS 10.000 CLEAN AREA
Prior to moving a TM Instrument or Calibrator, at any facil-
ity, several mandatory procedures must be observed:
Power applied to all equipment to be moved must be
turned off.
External cabling must be disconnected or securely
fcL
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• 3. Radiative cooler door must be closed. The door
-;' will be taped in the closed condition if necessary.
-t '^
^ i- 4. All machanical/optical adjustments must be secured.
* t • • '\ 9. Only TM authorized personnel shall handle the Xn-
i strumeit or Calibrator, per Paragraph 3.2 of this
J document.
• A. Mount lifting fixture adapter to the TM
:' Instrument's lifting hole pattern four places.
I • Carefully insert the (4) 1/4" -28 x 1 1/2 (approx)
socket head cap screws through the four red
adapters and torque to 20 +/-9 in-lba.
••' • Gently place the TM lifting fixture (shaped like a
- • •• 4-pointed star) on the adapters and secure with red
I,' washers and 1/2 -13 nut. Torque to 10 +3/-O ft.
£ ' 4 • 1°. .'
' 7. Carefully attach the crane/ through a hydroset/ to
: the fixture's lifting screw eye, which should be
positioned at or near the Instrument's C. G.
y • :': .' ' •
8. Remove all fastening devices (clamps, screws, etc. )
securing the Instrument to its mounting pl.ate.
. 9. Before lifting, perform a de-tailed visual check of
the Instrument. lifting fixture, crane and hydro-
set, and Instrument mounting jplate.
10. After a satisfactorily visual examination, carsful-
;. ly lift the hydroset upuands in small increments
until the crane's cables are .just taut.
i- ' . •
11. Again, examine the setup as in (3) above before
f proceeding to raise the Instrument.
12. Carefully raise the Instrument using the hydroset.
gv Test Team Members should guiiihe its movement manual-
^ ly at the direction of the Ira-sitrument Engineer.
| - ' •
13. Do not use the lift (crane) tantil the Instrument is
„ : ' suspended at least 0.25-inch <min above its mounting
®' ' surface.
14. Maintain the Instrument in aias level position as
• practically possible when raising or lowering the
Instrunent.
15. In-lowering the Instrument, repeat the steps above.
fS('.
£•
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but in reverse order.
3.3.2 TM CALIBRATOR HANDLING
PAGE 9
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1. Carefully insert (4) threaded (3/8"-16) rods (two
are 1-1/2" long and two are 19" long) into the TM
Calibrator's handling hole pattern, torque to just
beyond finger tightness.
2. Gently place the Calibrator handling fixture over
the (4) protruding rods. Screw (4) 3/8" nuts and
lock washers to the rods and torque to just beyond
finger tightness.
3. Carefully attach the crane hook through a hydroset
eye Attach the lower end of the hydroset to the
fixture's lifting screw eye, which should bs posi-
tioned at or near the Calibrator's C. G.
4. Before lifting, minutely examine the uholo opera-
tion: For safety of personnel and Calibrator.
(See Para .' 3.3.1 (8) above).
3. Carefully lift the hydroset upwards until the
crane's cables are just taut.
6. Again examine the setup as in <4> above before
proceeding to raise the Calibrator.
7. Lift the Calibrator while its movement is guided by
other Test Team Mombers. (see Para. 3.3.1 (12),
above ). .
8. Maintain the Calibrator in as level position as
possible, when raising or lowering the Calibrator.
9. In lowering the Calibrator, repeat the steps above,
but in a reverse order.
3. 3. 3
Moving fron one Class 10,000 Clean Area to a Class 100,000
or higher within the same facility.
While still within a 10,000 clean area, all of procedures in
Section 3.3.1 apply plus the addition of the following:
THEMATIC MAPPER MOVING ANO TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURE
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1. External cabling must be disconnected and/or sec-
urely stowed, as applicable.
2. Tho TM aperture cover, and the acrylic covers for
the louvers must bo installed.
3. The TM Instrument or Calibrator to be <r.jvsd must be
double bagged per Section 4.5. The bag shall be as
completely sealed from the external environment as
practical. Tho bag will be purged uith filtered
QN2 and carefully placed in its clean shipping con-
tainer. See Para. 4.2 for handling instructions
and precautions; or
4. The TM Instrument or Calibrator after being GN2
purged (with filtered dry nitrogen) must be double
bagged/ and placed on a card, or bottom half of de-
signated shipping container. This double-bagged
GN2 purged TM Instrument or Calibrator must not re-
main in an unclaan area (i.e./ any area higher in
particle count than a Class 1O.000 Clean Area) for
longer than 8 hours* without being continuously
purged.
3.4 PRECAUlION/PROCFDURES FOR LIFTING SHIPPING CONTAINER COVER
3. 4. 1
-I
The following precautions shall be adhered to uhonevsr the
TM or Calibrator shipping container cover is lifted or
stored.
PERSONNEL: Refer to Section 3.2 for minimum
coverage.
LIFTING: Prior to lifting cover, storage
container and GN2 supply bottles must
be remos-ed.
STORAGE: Whenever shipping container cover is off
its base/ the cover shall be suspended
either by standoffs or similar devices
to provide protection to the seals.
All purge ports shall be capped or covered
during storage.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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I. 3. 4. Z
Prior to lifting or lowering a TM shipping container or Cal-
ibrator covor< at any facility, several mandate,-g procedures
oust bo observed:
1. Remove contents of storage container. (CAUTION:
SEE NOTE)
2. Turn CN? supply off at the bottle.
.3. Remove the GN2 supply bottles. depresouri*e con-
tainer arid unlatch all fasteners. (CAUTION: SEE
NCTE)
4. Adjust lifting fixtures attachment point to enable
cover to be lifted as level os possible.
3. Lock shipping container wheels.
6. Using overhead crane or similar device (1-ton mi.-ii-
r.um). lift shipping container in small increments
of 3" to 6" until half of Instrument is in full
view.
7. When lowering shipping container cover, louer slou-
ly until half of the Instrument is covered.
Continue to lower cover using 3" to 6" increments
until cove" is on its base or standoffs.
NOTE
Handling sling on shipping container cannot be ad-
justed t-3 handle loads in the storage container.
It is mandatory that everything in the storage
area be removed.
i j . ; ' . ' ' _ • •
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TM (Instrument) Handling Fixture, No. 73336
TM Calibrator Handling Fixture. No. 73323
TM Inatrunont Shipping Container/ No. 73623* with Handling
Sling, No. * 73484
TM Calibrator Shipping Container, with Cable Box,
R43839
Clark 3-ton Mobile Crane (SBRC)
2-, 3-, 10-, and 30-ton Overhead Cranes (MAC)
2-ton Hydroaets
No.
CNS (filtered drg gaseous nitrogen) Purge Panel,
79346 '
Part No.
Typical Class 10,000 Clean Room gear for personnel. To
elude "uiriot stats" per SF9O113, Rov. C, and gloves
in-
(nylon, No. 6834 or eq.uiv, or "Ssnsiflex" vinyl or eo.uiv)
Clear acrylic covers (3 ea> for louvers (not to be installed
if unit is to be shipped to acoustic or vibration testing).
Dust covers for all connectors
Aperture dust cover for the TM Instrument Sun Shade (may use
approved plastic sheet in place of dust cover)
Cround strap to Instrument (earth ground)
Clean Room garments
S3 Units minimum of sulfur-free desiccant, fresh and dry
(reactivated) required for each TM shipping container
Filtered GN2 far transportation container purging, using a
5-micron SBRC molecular sieve filter P/N 3684
CN2 filter-flou nodule (FFM) for TM Instrument purge, con-
sisting of 3-micron SBRC nolecular sieve filter P/N 5684 and
0.2 micron Gelnan pleated capsuls filter P/N 12106
Polyethylene plastic sheeti 6 mil, type RCAS-12OO, nylon
anti- static plastic sheet/ 2 mil, type RCA5-24CO
sTS-fc-M'iTIC MAPPER MOVING AND TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURE PAGE 13
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Scotch tape, type (3M) 8402 anti-static adhesive tape. or
equivalent
Isopropyl alcohol. Grade A
4.2 TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT
Air-ride, closed, side-load van with greater than
10 ft wide doors. tie-down straps and wall fas-
teners. Lift-gats type air—ride truck pay be uoed
for test equipment or Calibrator only, width of
gate to be greater than or equal to 76 inches.
Fork-lift truck 3-ton capacity uith 60" blades.
•'•;. 3 SHIPPING CONTAINER PREPARATION FOR TM AND CALIBRATOR
Prior to using Q TM shipping containor it must be
examined for cleanliness in a clean area (10.000 or
better). The inside of the TM shipping container
shall be thoroughly vacuumed before it is to be
used. Special attention shall bo paid to the
rubber seal around the periphery of the base for
cracks or foreign particles which could affect a
good pressure seal. If necessary, a nylon wiping
cloth uith isopropyl alcohol shall bo used to clean
the rubber seal area.
Dry desiccant bags will be used during TM Instru-
ment and TM Calibrator transportation. These bags
shall be reactivated by baking for 12 hours (rr.in>
at 243 to 273 deg F prior to being placed in a TM
shipping container. A minimum of 88 units (11
bags) of desiccant are required to meet MIL-D-34643
requirements.
Each TM shipping container (Instrument and Calibra-
tor) contain? a shock indicator which shall be set
with a new unused roll of recording paper before
each trip,
each trip.
I. THEMATIC MAPPER MOVING ANO TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURE
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The test consoles and test equipment shall be
urappad in a single layer of polyethylene sheeting*
which is taped securely in placa. But first/ any
miscellaneaus cabling, jumper connections' pass
filters, etc.> (outboard miscellaneous equipment),
must be removed and stored in the console drawers.
A1J drauors will then ba taped shut.
All extern-el cabling shall bo transported in spe-
cially . designated cable boxes. Each box will be
identified by the cabling name(s) and part
n««mbor(s> of its contents. Each box should be ex-
amined for cleanliness* and the inside shall be va-
cuumed before it is used.
4.
Cabling that uill be used inside the thermal vacgum
chamber shall/ after being cleaned, be bagged in
polyethylene bags and also placed inside the res-
pective cable bo>.
All cabling connectors shall be protected by bubble
pack coverings.
4.3 SHIPPING PROCEO'JRE ANO CHECK-LIST
; The following procedures apply to both the Ttt Instrument and
its Calibrator.l
BAGGING PROCEDURES:
The bagging procedure shall commence at the direction of Top
Assembly AHR 51063, Part 1, Part 2, etc. Quality Assurance
; uill be responsible for verification of each specific task.
: All these operations shall be performed in a Class 10,000
clean area whenever possible. 3oth instruments shall be
r hard mounted.
Masking of the cable connectors and handling fixtures may be
optional at the discretion of the Instrument Engineer.
1. Lay bagging material (two (2) bags) on mounting
pads of shipping container OT mag plate, with the
inner bag on top. A third bag (polyethylene) or
barrier bag par MIL-3-131 will be required if unit
is to ba air-freighted.
Jv - -
,«;•——
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2.
A) Uaa nylon "C" anti-static plastic ahoet,
2400 <2 mil) for inner bagging material.
RCAS
B) Use polyethylene plastic sheet RCAS1200 FR (6
nil) for outer bag(a). or barrier bag per
MIL-B-131.
C) Bagging material shall be patterned in such a
wag that» when coaled, it encloses the entire unit*
ar\d is as air-tight as practical.
Verify Date
Cut claarance holes at the mag plats CTM mounting
interface) or shipping container mounting locations
for mounting bolts through both materials three (3)
places and tape plastic sheeting to the shipping
container at the three locations. ASSURE THAT NO
PLASTIC SHEETIUO COVERS THE SHIPPING CONTAINER
MOUNTING LQCATIGiMS using approved Clean Room tape
shall be used.
Verify Date
3. Mate TM Instrument or Calibrator to shipping con-
tainer (refer to Handling Fixtures/Procedures of
Sections 3. 2 and 3. 3. 1 through 3. 3. 3. ).
Verify Date
Torque counting bolts to SO ft-lbs.
protective covers wherever applicable.
and install
Verify Date
Mask purge connections, 3TCE cable connectors, and
handling fixture mounts to inner BPO, with Clean
Room-approved tape for Instrument testing and han-
dling outside class 10,000 clean areas. (for TM
Instrument only)
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Verify Date
6. Purge Inner bag with GN2 for a minimura of 30 ni-
nutes at 23 to 33 CFH using purge panel P/N 79346.
Varify Dato
7. Evacuate bag (filled with GN2) using a vacuum cle-
aner or similar device prior to sealing inner bag
with Clean Room- approved anti-static tape or pulse
heat sealer.
a.
Verify Date
Mask purge connections to outer bag.
Verify Dato
Purge outer bag (polyethylene) with GN2 for a mini-
num of 30 minutes at 23 to 33 CFH. Use purge panel
P/N 793-16.
Verify Date
10. Evacuate GN2 from bag prior to beat sealing outer
bag or use Clean Room-approved anti-static tape,
(see operation No. 7)
Verify
11. Repeat Steps 9 and 10 if third
transport indicated).
Date
bag is used (air
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V e r i f y Data
13. Secure 88 units (minimum) of activated sulfur-frea
dasiccant to the floor of the shipping contiansr.
Verify Data
Place 83 units of activated sulfur-frao desiccant
into the desiccant holder on the cover of the ship-
ping container.
Verify Data
14. Secure graphite witness samples, and shock recorder
uith clear unused recording paper to the shipping
container.
Verify Dats
Lift shipping container cover and carafully lower
over Til unit. Secure all latches. (See Section
3.4 for detailed operation and procedures)
Verify Date
With relief valve opened, purge shipping container
for a minimum of two (2) hours or until humidity
indicator turns blue, indicating at least 30V. humi-
dity. Purge with GH2 using purge panel P/N 79346.
Verify Date
17. Close relief valve and turn on shipping cont. iner
purge system. Verify internal pressure is appro>i~
ir.ately 0. 2O PSI maximum.
5l
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Verify Data
. NOTE
The following steps apply only if unit is
to be air-freighted.
18. QA and delegated Tost Team Members will accompany
chipping container to cargo bay of air transport.
19. Prior to loading, delegated Tost Team Member uill
turn GN? supply off at the nitrogen bottles and da-
pressurize container by rotating external knob on
relief valve to enable it to be a tuo-uay breather
valve.
Verify Date
20. After final check to see if container is secured
and ready for transport* OA uill install break and
entry seal on relief valve (breather valv&).
Verify Date
21. Shipping container wheels shall be locked after lo-
ading into cargo bay.
Verify Date
27. Immediately upon arrival of Instrument. QA and a
delegated Test Team Member shall close relief valve
and re-pressurize the TM shipping container to 0.2
psig <•?.£>.
Verify Date
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4. 6
TIES
3.
PROCEDURES. OENERAL PRECAUTIONS/ RESPONSIBILI-
AI1 TM aquipnont (Mapper, Calibrator and associated
equipment) shall be loaded and unloaded under the
supervision of tho Instrument Engineer or the res-
ponsible Test Director and under surveillance of
tho resident Quality Assurance Engineer. Moving
and handling uill be done by tho responsible test
team members. The fork lift shall lift shipping
container on the side opposite the pressure gauges
only.
The TM Calibrator shipping container shall be care-
fully uhaolod onto tho truck lift gate and the con-
tainer wheels blocked to keep it from rolling uhen
the lift gate is being raised.
Inside the truck/ shipping containers. test con-
soles and associated equipment shall be wrapped in
protective blankets, securely strapped do urn and an-
chored to tho walls of the truck. Cable boxes,
support bases and miscellaneous equipment must be
securely placed in the truck BO that they mill not
move during travel.
Loading and unloading uill be principally conducted
by HAC rigger personnel, with the responsibility of
the HAC Liaison Project Engineer. It always rema-
ins the responsibility of the .Cognizant Test Direc-
tor, Instrument Engineer, or a Test Team Member De-
logata to see to the safety, cleanliness and order
of tha handling of all TM equipment.
AT HAC:
After the TM equipment is (unloaded. responsible
Test Team members will move tihe TM equipment to its
next area of operation. The equipment shall then
be unpacked carefully.
AT GSFC:
fa. Loading arid unloading also becomes the responsibil-
ity of the Cogn izan t Test D£ir<ector. Instrument En-
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ginaar, or a Test Team Member Dologato.
AT REMOTE ACOUSTIC FACILITY:
AT GE: (Samo as at CSFC)
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At S3RC; the cognizant Test Director or a Test Toam Member
; Delegate shall be responsible for coordinating the depar—
t' • ' tore/ arrival and in-plant movament of all TM equipment) in
;' addition« ha shall coordinate and/or make the necessary .-•
•hipping arrangenents.
5 2 . • ' •
 ; - •
The Cognizant Test.Diractor or a Test Team Member Delegate
;
 r.ust communicate with HAC Receiving Department to schedule
the arrival and/or departure of TM equipm@nt> thereby avoid-
ing or minimizing unnecessary delays at the HAC loading
dock.
; 3.3
When transporting TF1 equipment to and from the remote acous-
tic facility/ the Cognizant Test Director or a Test Team
Member Delegate 'Jill ensure the TM equipment safety« clean-
liness and order of handling/ and will make all the necessa-
ry arrangements.
3.4 SHIPPING DOCUMENTATION
3.4. 1 RESPONSIBILITY TO GENERATE SHIPPING DOCUMENTS
The Cognizant Test Director or a Test Team Member Delegate
shall be responsible for generating the necessary shipping
documentation/ at least one day prior to the date of ship-
nent.
3. 4. 2
The delegated Test Team Member will fill out a "Request for
Shipment" describing all items to be transported by name and
part number (SSRC Form 052-Rev.3-72).
£ •
I'
r-K
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. 4. 2. 1
If requested, indicata on tho "Request for Shipment" the re-
quirement for a Form DD330 or DD1149. This fora will than
be generated b*j SBRC Shipping Department for the following
reasons:
DD23Q - Equipment constituting a final shipment
Government.
to
D01149 - Equipment on loan from the Government or
being returned to the Government, after naving been
shipped once before on a DD2SO form. .
3. 4. 3
Each form, 00250 or DD1149. must be accompanied by a separ-
ate SBRC Packing List listing only the equipment applicable
to that respective form. Consequently. the originator of
the "Request fcr Shipment" may be required to fill out more
than ens "Request", as applicable.
S. 4. 4
The "Request for
ping Department,
list.
Shipment" shall be presented to the Ship-
from uhich they will type up a packing
3 5
Quality Assurance shall review and approve the applicable TM
shipping documents (See Paragraph 7.1 of this document), and
obtain the necessary approval signatures prior to shipping.
Then QA will return completed and signed . documents to • the
SBRC Shipping Department and notify the responsible Test Di-
rector or a Test Team Member Delegate that the shipping do-
cumentation has bean cleared and the TM equipment can now be
loaded.
In reviewing the packing list, the QA Engineer
shall determine if there are any deviations or open
Failure Reports, and if sot make any necessary cor-
rections.
At least three (3) copies of
tation nust acconpany the TM
the completed
sh i pment.
docunen—
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6.0 STORAGE AND CON IAMINATION CONTROL
6; 1 TM INSTRUMENT/CALIBRATOR STORAGE
When the TM Instrument or Calibrator is not under test for a
period ov.er 48 hours, it shall be stored under, one of the
following conditions.
6. 2
1. In a Class 1O.000 clean environment, it nay remain
unbagged; and
2. In a Class 100, COO clean environment or higher. it
nost be
Double-bagged per Section 4. S. Para. 1:
Continuously GN2 purged at 23 to 33 cfh
uhile .maintaining a positive nitrogen
pressure; or .
Installed in its shipping container, which
is pressurized to 0.2 psig (approx) with dry
filtered GN2.
6. 2. 1
As ang of the three TM Scanners are shipped from SBRC to El
Segundo and subsequently to GE at Valley Forge, considera-
tion should be given to a method for continuing surveillance
of the strain level of the graphite epoxy composite optical
netering structure (OMS).
The following
tho problen:
plan appears the most practical approach to
A) Maintain a constant purge of GN2 gas
simultaneously through the aperture and
main frame purge port to keep the OMS as
dry as possible. Interrupt purging only
when specific test configurations prevent
it. then resume purge at once.
B) Monitor the ambient temperature and
relative humidity by locating a 24-hr, or
I T
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7-day chart recorder in the proximity of
instruments. Indicate on the chart papor
uhon purging to the scanner uas started
and when it uas interrupted.
C) This composite data will b« an input into
an existing computer program to determine
the strain value of the OfiS. If this plan
is to be of value, these records must be
Jcapt accurately and u/i'.thout intarruption.
6. 3 TM TEST EQUIPMFNT STORAGE
All other TM test equipment will be stored according to ap-
proved SBRC or HAC procedures* as applicable.
6. 4
Contamination control shall be achieved by compliance with
the TM Cleanliness Plan. TP32013-60S.
POOH
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7.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
7.1 RESPONSIBILITIES
7. 1. 1 AT SBRC
Audit of the requirements heroin/ as they relate to the TM
Instrument: Shall t>e the responsibility of SBRC Quality As-
surancs.
7. 1. 2 AT H,A.C .
The responsibility for auditing compliance with this docu-
ment shall be SBRC Quality Assurance.
7.1.3 AT CSFC OR C. E.
The GSFC or G. E. Quality Assurance Lais ion uill have the
responsibility of monitoring compliance of this document.
7.1.4 AT RFMOTE ACOUSTIC FACILITY
The SBRC Quality Assurance again has the responsibility of
auditing the compliance with this document.
7.1.3 ADDITIONAL QUALITY ASSURANCE TM RESPONSIBILITIES
All Quality Assurance responsibilities mentioned above/
elsewhere in this documenti shall also include:
and
1. Review and approval of shipping documents.
2. Determine if any deviations or open Failure Reports
are to be noted on the documents/ and if so/ make
the necessary corrections.
3. Procurement of other shipping approval signatures.
4. Notify Responsible Test Director or Test Team
Member Delegate when TM equipment is cleared to be
loaded for shipment.
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6.0
Section 6.0
.Preshipment Review Presentation Charts
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6.0
6.0 PRESHIPMENT REVIEW PRESENTATION CHARTS
The series,of charts included in Attachment One to this volume
were used during a presentation of the Flight Model Preshipment
Review data. The intent of the meeting was to present data that
showed the performance characteristics of the Flight Model The-
matic Mapper, comparing the actual performance with the specified
performance; to review the series of tests performed on the Flight
Model; and to briefly review the test programs conducted on
specific subsystems. Liens that were generated during the course
of fabrication or testing that were of major consequence (i.e.,
from a performance standpoint) were reviewed.
The material presented in Sections 1.0 through 5.0 of this
volume with the subsystems, system and supplemental data presented
in Volumes II, III, and IV of this report respectively, served as
supplemental data during the review. - • .
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